This article is about twofold arithmetic [1, 2] . Here I introduce algorithms and experimental code for twofold variant of C/C++ standard functions exp() and log(), and expm1() and log1p(). Twofold function 0 + 1 ≈ f( 0 + 1 ) is nearly 2x-precise so can assess accuracy of standard one. Performance allows assessing on-fly: twofold texp() over double is ~10x times faster than expq() by GNU quadmath. 
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Method summary
Given a floating-point format, presumably C/C++ double, let = 0 + 1 be a twofold of this format. Define twofold functions 0 + 1 = texp( 0 + 1 ) like approximation of exact such that 0 bitwise equals to exp( 0 ) computed with C/C++ standard library and 1 assesses deviation ∆ 0 = − 0 .
Ideally, 1 would be the correctly rounded to nearest of ∆ 0 , but we do not require such strictness. As well, we do not require 0 be correctly rounded of exact . Math library may allow result be incorrect sometimes, typically by not more than 1/2 to 1 of ULP (unit in last position) of result.
Such definition implicitly assumes bitwise reproducibility of library results. This assumption is too tight, as different versions of same math library may violate it. Realistic assumption is that exp( 0 ) is bitwise reproducible with same version and build (compiled binaries) of math library linked to your program.
We would require a bit less than that. Let us assume that math library reproduces results during one run of a program. Particularly, this allows another run to link with different version of dynamic math library.
Let us define twofold function 0 + 1 = texpm1( 0 + 1 ) similarly for − 1 and library expm1( 0 ).
Computing 0 is easy, just call library function, 0 = exp( 0 ) or 0 = expm1( 0 ). So let us compute 1 . Note that we need 1 with standard 1x-precision. Here is same as above and can be computed with 1x-precision like exp( 0 ) expm1( 1 ), and we can deduce if we knew 0 − 1 with 2x-precision.
Let us define auxiliary function 0 + 1 = pexp0( 0 ), which accept 1x-precise argument 0 and returns coupled-precision approximation for 0 , so that 0 ≈ 0 and 1 ≈ ∆ 0 = 0 − 0 . We do not expect 0 to equal exp( 0 ); and assess = 0 − exp( 0 ) like 1 + ( 0 − exp( 0 )) with 1x-precision.
Similarly, define 0 + 1 = pexpm10( 0 ), and assess = ( 0 − 1) − 0 as 1 + ( 0 − expm1( 0 )).
Next major idea is computing of pexp0() and pexpm10() via combining table lookup and Taylor series.
Reason for preferring Taylor polynomials over Chebyshev or minimax is performance. Despite of higher polynomial degree , with Taylor method we can make its coefficients 1x-precise via norming by !, like ! ≈ ! + ! + ! 2 /2 + ⋯ + , so make 2x-precise computations with twofolds much faster.
Consider Horner scheme, ! ≈ (… (( + ) + ( − 1)) + ⋯ ) + !, assuming … ( − ) and exactly representable as 1x-precisision floating-point numbers. Recalling twofold fast arithmetic formulas from [1] , let us estimate cost of computing this scheme in twofolds. Free for non-commercial Twofold sum of + would cost only 3 of basic add/subtract operations, because ≥ | | for small . Multiplying twofold partial sum by 1x-precise would cost 2 multiplications, 1 FMA, and 1 summation. Further summation with 1x-precise coefficient ( − 1) would cost 7 of basic operations. And so on.
In overall, such Horner scheme of degree > 1 would cost 2 multiplications, of FMA, and 8 + 3 of add/subtract operations, so 11 + 3 operations totally. However, modern processors can multiply in parallel with adding/subtracting; so critical path is 8 + 3 of add/subtract operations.
For degree = 12, critical path is 99 operations. Argument reduction and result reconstruction would increase this cost to around 120 operations in overall. So without vectoring for SIMD, performance must be around 20 million function calls per second per CPU core on a 2.5 GHz processor, like my laptop. This must allow texp( 0 + 1 ) operate at ~10 millions per second, ~10x times faster than GNU quadmath.
My experimental code confirms these estimates: pexp0( 0 ) of double shows ~18 millions-per-second and texp( 0 + 1 ) shows ~12 millions, so outperforms quad-precision expq( ) by at least 15x times. (GNU quadmath shows ~0.8 million function calls per second in exponent and logarithm on my laptop.) Actually, Taylor series is faster than theoretical estimate, as we can compute a few of highest-degree terms of Taylor polynomial with 1x-precision. But argument reduction takes more than I expected.
Another reason to prefer Taylor series is, that summing/multiplying of twofold by 1x-precise is stricter than twofold-by-twofold operation. Thus, evaluating via Taylor polynomial must be more accurate.
According to my testing with ~1 million random samples, average inaccuracy of 0 + 1 = texp( 0 + 1 ) over double type appears within 2 −100 (100+ significant bits) if result is not subnormal, and maximal inaccuracy fits 2 −95 (95+ bits). Such average allows 47+ bits for 1 , which must be enough for twofolds. Suppose is within boundaries. Let us decompose it like = 2 + 2 − + , where positive integers and are parameters of the method, and are integers of same sign that , and floating-point is of same or opposite sign and | | < 2 − 2 ⁄ . Important, that we can compute such exactly. 
Function pexp0()
Method parameter might be = 7, so that | | < 1 256 ⁄ . Taylor polynomial degree = 10 enough for double, and = 5 for float. Balance of table size and polynomial degree may be subject for further optimization.
This algorithm cannot ensure bitwise reproducing expm1( 0 ) from standard library.
Algorithm summary
In this subsection, I enlist all functions for twofold exponentiation and write-down algorithms explicitly, for ease of referencing. Here is the list: For plain C, add suffix "f" to function name if float type. C++ interface would support type overloading.
Term "dotted" means ordinary floating-point number, in contract to "shaped" like twofold or coupled. Free for non-commercial 7
Recalling from [1] [2] , term "coupled" means special case of renormalized twofold, such that rounding 0 + 1 to 1x-precision gives exactly 0 . Particularly this means that 1 is very small comparing 0 by magnitude. Coupled are similar to double-length numbers by Dekker [7] and to double-doubles [5] [6] .
Here I do not define any special algorithm for twofold functions of coupled argument.
Function 0 + 1 = texp0( 0 ) should assess accuracy of exp( 0 ) from C/C++ standard library, so must guarantee 0 = exp( 0 ) bitwise. This may require additional care and negatively impact performance. Use faster functions pexp0( 0 ) and pexpm10( 0 ) if you do not need bitwise reproducibility.
These prefixed with "p" functions include fast renormalizing result to ensue 0 + 1 is "coupled". This step takes only 3 dotted add/subtract operations, so is quite fast. See renormalization details in [1] .
Following is explicit pexp0/pexpm10 algorithms: 
Vectoring for SIMD
Basic algorithms for pexp0( 0 ) and pexpm10( 0 ) unfortunately include if-then-else branching by value of 0 , which branching is not good for single-instruction-multiple-data (SIMD) programing.
However, we still could vector these algorithms conditionally:
 Given vectored argument 01 , … , 0 , execute vectored if all fit function's main interval, that is ln 2 min < 0 < ln 2 max for texp0( 0 ), and ln 2 < 0 < ln 2 for pexpm10( 0 )
 Otherwise, simulate vectored interface by evaluating for each 0 sequentially For pexp0( 0 ) this usually would call parallelized (vectored) variant assuming user code is reasonable and avoids exponentiation of too large arguments. For texpm10( 0 ), this also must call parallel code in most cases, assuming programmers use expm1( 0 ) adequately, only if 0 is presumably small.
Future SIMD processors, like AVX-512 announced by Intel, would support masked SIMD operations, like _mm512_mask_operation_pd() for example. This must allow more flexible vectoring of twofolds.
Other twofold algorithms like texp( 0 + 1 ) and texpm1( 0 + 1 ) do not include branching. We could directly vector them for SIMD, if vectored exp( 0 ) and expm1( 0 ) were available. Free for non-commercial
Twofold logarithm  Newton inversion  Algorithm summary  Vectoring for SIMD
Newton inversion
Let us compute twofold logarithm by Newton inversion of twofold exponent. Standard 1x-precision logarithm from C/C++ math library can provide very good initial approximation, so iterations would converge very quickly. Actually, just one iteration is enough.
Given equation = f( ) and initial guess ≈ f( 0 ), let us assess
⁄ for some found between and 0 . Let = f −1 ( ) be exact solution, and ∆ 0 = − 0 be deviation of 0 , and ∆ = − deviation of .
If function f( ) is or − 1, then C( ) always equals 1/2. Thus one Newton iteration is enough for twofold logarithm, assuming 1x-precision logarithm functions from C/C++ standard math library supply accurate initial guess for ln( ) and ln(1 + ).
* * *
Iteration formulas for inverting f( ) = is following. Given twofold = 0 + 1 and initial guess 0 , 
Algorithm summary
Here let me enlist all functions I propose for twofold logarithm, and explicitly write algorithms for them. To recall, term "dotted" means ordinary floating-point number, not twofold. Term "coupled" means special case of twofold, such that rounding of = 0 + 1 to 1x-precision gives exactly 0 .
Function Description
Simplest case if 1 = 0. Note that we execute some steps with twofold/coupled precision: Note that these algorithms do not need to check argument 0 + 1 for domain error:
 If 0 does not fit domain, then 0 is NaN due to calling log( 0 ) or log1p( 0 )  For coupled, 0 + 1 missing domain implies 0 misses, so again 0 is NaN  For general case, if 0 + 1 does not fit, then 0 does not fit, so 1 is NaN General-case result may look tricked, if 0 is a number but 1 is NaN. This is correct behavior, as we need main part of twofold result to reproduce standard 1x-precision result on the bitwise basis.
Vectoring for SIMD
Logarithm basic algorithms for dotted argument 0 or coupled 0 + 1 , include if-then-else branching if value of 0 fits interval [ ½,2] or [-½,1], which branching is not good for SIMD computations. However, compromise is still possible, if we combine true SIMD with simulating SIMD via several calls of sequential subroutines. Given vectored input 01 , … , 0I , we might evaluate with true SIMD if branching decision is same for every 0 , or simulate SIMD otherwise. There is a chance that true SIMD would work often, so average performance would be significantly better than for purely sequential computations.
Some processors like announced Intel Skylake would support conditional (masked) SIMD operations like for example _mm512_mask_operation_pd(), which must allow more flexible approaches.
Other twofold logarithm algorithms do not include if-then-else branching so allow vectoring for SIMD.
Of course, for vectoring we need simulated or truly SIMD variant of tlogp() and tlog1pp() and of texp0(). Vectoring would also require SIMD variant of standard functions log() and log1p(). Free for non-commercial
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Experimental code
With this article, I provide experimental code implementing twofold exponent and logarithm functions. Here I describe plain C and C++ interfaces for these functions, aligned with twofold arithmetic interface.
In paper [2] entitled "Twofolds for C and C++", I propose plain C interface for maximal use of processor registers for parameters of twofold operations. For example:
#include "twofold.h" float x0,x1, y0,y1, z0,z1; // twofold x0+x1, y0+y1, and z0+z1 z0 = taddf(x0,x1,y0,y1,&z1); // z0+z1 is sum of x0+x1 and y0+y1
Here, prefix "t" in function name means twofold, "add" means summation, and suffix "f" means float.
Compiler transfers returned value and majority of parameters via CPU registers for x86 processors if in 64-bits mode, so ensuring maximal performance.
Using registers for calling slower functions is less beneficial. However, twofold functions follow same scheme in order to unify interfaces look-and-feel. For example:
#include "texplog.h" float x0,x1, y0,y1, z0,z1; // twofold x0+x1, y0+y1, z0+z1 z0 = texpf(x0,x1, &z1); // z0+z1 is exponent of x0+x1 x0 = tlogf(y0,y1, &x1); // x0+x1 is logarithm of y0+y1
C++ interface additionally allows type polymorphism, so you can omit suffix "f":
#include "texplog.h" float x0,x1, y0,y1, z0,z1; z0 = texp(x0,x1, &z1); // note: no suffix "f" in function name x0 = tlog(y0,y1, &x1);
On top of that, C++ interface defines twofold<T> generic types where T is float or double, and functions. These convenience types and functions belong to "tfcp" namespace. For example:
#include "twofold.h" #include "texplog.h" using namespace tfcp; twofold<float> x, y, z; z = texp(x); // z is twofold exponent of x x = tlog(y); // x is twofold logarithm of y Finally, C++ convenience interface overloads standard functions exp(x) ad log(y). For twofold x and y, these functions would imply twofold operations texp(x) and tlog(y). For example:
#include "twofold.h" #include "texplog.h" using namespace tfcp; twofold<float> x, y, z; z = exp(x); // same as z=texp(x) x = log(y); // same as x=tlog(y)
Following is summary of plain C interface for twofold/coupled exponent and logarithm:
Type float Type double Exp z0=pexp0f(x0 ,&z1) z0=texp0f(x0 ,&z1) z0=texppf(x0,x1,&z1) z0=pexpf (x0,x1,&z1) z0=pexpf (x0,x1,&z1) z0=pexp0(x0 ,&z1) z0=texp0(x0 ,&z1) z0=texpp(x0,x1,&z1) z0=pexp (x0,x1,&z1) z0=pexp (x0,x1,&z1) Expm1 z0=pexpm10f(x0 ,&z1) z0=texpm10f(x0 ,&z1) z0=texpm1pf(x0,x1,&z1) z0=pexpm1f (x0,x1,&z1) z0=pexpm1f (x0,x1,&z1) z0=pexpm10(x0 ,&z1) z0=texpm10(x0 ,&z1) z0=texpm1p(x0,x1,&z1) z0=pexpm1 (x0,x1,&z1) z0=pexpm1 (x0,x1,&z1) Log x0=plog0f(y0 ,&x1) x0=tlog0f(y0 ,&x1) x0=tlogpf(y0,y1,&x1) x0=plogf (y0,y1,&x1) x0=plogf (y0,y1,&x1)
Programming in C++ you may omit suffix "f", so function names are uniform for float and double.
Summary of C++ convenience interface. Recall that twofold<T> is structure of two fields named as "value" and "error". Function names are uniform for type T be float or double: Standard-like exp(x) and log(y) calling twofold (not coupled) ensures "value" parts of x and z reproduce C/C++ library functions bitwise, so "error" parts can assess inaccuracy of standard-math code.
Detailed
Standard-like
Implementation
If you would like to explore my experimental implementation, this subsection explains code structure. 
Demo examples
In particular, demo examples illustrate bitwise reproducibility of standard functions:
// Call right type of exp() et al: exp1 = std_exp ((T) 1); expm11 = std_expm1((T) 1); log2 = std_log ((T) 2); log1p1 = std_log1p((T) 1); // Bitwise reproducibility: CHECK((r = exp ( unity)).value == exp1 ); CHECK((r = expm1( unity)).value == expm11); CHECK((r = log (2*unity)).value == log2 ); CHECK((r = log1p( unity)).value == log1p1);
Note that double and float types of same standard function like exp() may return different results.
SIMD extension
SIMD extension for twofold exponent and logarithm functions is not available yet. Twofold function tlog( 0 + 1 ) is not as fast with its 7 MOPS, but it still outperforms quad-precision logq( ) by 9.2 times, so nearly meets the 10x performance goal. Function tlog1p( 0 + 1 ) shows 7.1 MOPS and so outperforms log1pq( ) by 14+ times, significantly exceeding the 10x goal.
Outperforming quad-precision is not free; this is balance with some loss of accuracy. See details below.
Twofold functions performance over float type is much worse than standard functions of double, as expected. Obviously, it is better using standard double for measuring inaccuracy of float calculations.
Accuracy
Accuracy test locates under the same code/texplog folder and uses the texplog_test.mk make file.
The test evaluates each of the twofold exponent and logarithm functions and compares with higherprecision etalon function. C/C++ standard functions of double type are etalon for twofold over float, and GNU quad-math function of __float128 type are etalon for twofolds over double.
The test tries each function against ~1 million of random samples simulating 2x-precise arithmetic. The test checks maximal and average deviation from etalon. Sort of L0 and L1 norms, though not quite: the test allows a few (≤2 per million samples) "warnings" if deviation exceeds L0 threshold in corner cases.
My reasoning for such looser criteria is important, let me emphasize it in Conclusion subsection below.
The acceptance thresholds for the L0 and L1 criteria were the following, in terms of relative error: Extra accuracy in L1 norm for log( ) and is 45=98-53 bits. Extra accuracy in L0 norm is 40=93-53 bits for log( ) and 42=95-53 bits for other functions.
For float type, extra accuracy in L1 norm is 18=42-24 bits for all functions, and in L0 norm is 12=36-24 bits for log( ) and 14=38-24 bits for other functions.
Is such extra accuracy enough? I think "error" part of twofold might be even less accurate, though more extra bits is better of course. Other authors like Masotti [4] , propose "error" part mantissa be 2/3 of the main "value" part; that is 1 to hold 35-36 bits for double and 16 bits for float.
Twofolds of double can meet this criterion with both L0 and L1 metrics. Twofolds of float can meet it only with L1 but not with L0 metric.
Anyway, I think proving consistency of twofolds for tracking math accuracy is not subject for deductive analysis. More important is confirming by practice, experimentation with real-world applications. Only wide practice can show if verifying accuracy of math computations with twofolds is worth investments.
Conclusion
I seek for an easy way for automatic control of rounding errors, for simplifying programming of math.
Twofold function, like 0 + 1 = texp( 0 + 1 ), bitwise reproduces standard C/C++ math library result 0 = exp( 0 ), so that 1 assess deviation ∆ 0 = − 0 from exact value = 0 + 1 . Ideally, 1 should equal value of ∆ 0 correctly rounded to nearest-even floating-point number. In reality, we have to seek for a balance of accuracy versus performance.
This article proposes the specific way for the balancing, with 1 average accuracy like 47+ significant bits if double format (45+ bits for log( 0 ) function), and performance 10-20x times higher than quad-math library as supported with GNU compiler. I think such accuracy and performance might be good enough for regularly tracking rounding errors in majority of standard-precision calculations.
I think one cannot mathematically deduce if twofolds are "good enough". Proving that is rather subject for experimenting with variety of practical applications. However, let me express my point, why I think that verifying mathematic computations with twofolds must be technically consistent and useful.
Technically, assessing accuracy is fundamentally easier than improving it. So generally, 1 does not need be very strict. Enough if accuracy of twofold function is not worse than original standard function.
That is, if we consider 0 + 1 = texp( 0 + 1 ) like approximation for = , where = 0 + 1 , then twofold 0 + 1 must not deviate from exact by more than 0 = exp( 0 ) deviates, if the input 0 + 1 approximates with same or better accuracy than 0 alone.
Simple but useless way to grant this "not worse than standard" property is let 1 be always zero.
Being not worse than standard is the key property for automatic testing; it guarantees twofolds would never raise a panic in vain, if not sure. In worst case, twofolds may underestimate accumulated errors, and fail catching accuracy problems with standard-precision code.
More accurate 1 increases chances that testing with twofolds is profitable, can adequately measure inaccuracy and catch majority of accuracy problems.
High performance on modern processors must allow checking on fly, in parallel with main computations. Future processors can reduce cost of twofolds even more. Ultimately, I would propose twofolds like new kind of floating-point numbers, with built-in control of rounding errors.
Consider twofolds as sort of "managed runtime" for floating-point computations. Computers penetrate everywhere, so need mass of programmers working faster, and frankly getting less skilled in average. A managed runtime can mitigate cost of programming; allow coding easier with higher quality.
Despite twofolds cost, balance to benefits looks promising, as people productivity is more important. 
Older CPUs
As people started asking me about twofold arithmetic, I realized that many might still have older CPU versions that do not support fast fused-multiply-add (FMA) instructions. Thus, I decided to support old processors, and implemented alternative algorithms that do not depend on fast-FMA. This alternative code is somewhat slower, but I think it is fast enough to give you perception of twofolds.
Specifically, I have implemented older (pre-FMA) algorithm for exact multiplication, usually credited to Dekker and Veltkamp. Then I use Dekker-Veltkamp multiplication for simulating fma( , , ) function in important special case if ≈ − . Twofolds use FMA in this special case for taking exact remainders in square root and dividing functions, like = fma(− , , ) where ≈ ⁄ .
Following are the formulas, as I borrow them from Shewchuk paper [9] .
First algorithm splits a floating-point number into "higher" and "lower" halves ℎ and , each holding around half of significant bits. For standard double, ℎ and each would hold 26 bits of , so 52 bits in overall, and remaining 53'rd bit of is encoded with sign of .
Let constant be amount of bits in mantissa, = 53 for double and = 24 for float type: In overall, Dekker-Veltkamp exact multiplication includes 7 multiply and 10 add/subtract operations, so 17 processor instructions in overall. This is 8.5 (=17/2) times more than the algorithm using FMA. Free for non-commercial However, performance gap must be much fewer in terms of processor ticks. FMA-based algorithm takes at least 3 ticks on processor like Intel Haswell, as FMA itself takes 2. In turn, processor able to multiply in parallel with add/subtracts. So critical path for Dekker-Veltkamp is 10 ticks for add/subtract operations.
Thus expected performance gap must be "only" around 10:3 on processor like Intel Haswell.
According to my testing, the gap is actually even fewer, about 2.15 times for twofold multiplying and 10-40% for dividing and square root. See my results for GNU compiler, plain C, Haswell 2.25 GHz, manually vectored for AVX, performance per one CPU core, measured by million operations per second (MOPS). Good question is why would not we rely on standard fma( , , ) function from C/C++ math library?
In absence of fast-FMA hardware support, GNU compiler sometimes replaces fma( , , ) with simply + . Such replacement makes code fast, but completely damages FMA-based algorithm for taking remainders and for exact multiplication, which explore tricks like fma( , , − ).
With Microsoft compiler, fma( , , ) is "honest" but too slow, around 1000 (thousand!) times slower than hardware according to my testing. Certainly, Dekker-Veltkamp would be very much faster. static __m256d dset1x4 (double x) { return _mm256_set1_pd(x); } Such crash happens intermittently, that is occasionally, depending on some random circumstances. This is very good piece of luck why majority of AVX tests passed for me with GNU gcc/g++. Of course I cannot recommend you relying on such luck.
If testing crashes for you, I recommend trying another compiler, preferably gcc/g++ with the bug fixed. Anyway, you may simply omit testing of vectored variant of twofold arithmetic. Twofold exponent and logarithm functions do not support vectoring, so this compiler bug does not affect them.
GNU gcc/g++ vectoring for SSE2 is not impacted. And Microsoft compiler is not impacted at all.
Sorry for this limitation! I will try to propose a better workaround for this problem in my next article.
Twofold bugs
In my previous article entitled "Twofold fast arithmetic" [1] , sign is mistakenly messed in the following twofold subtraction formulas. This mistake would cause inaccurate results of twofold subtraction. Corresponding bug also affects C/C++ experimental code that I provide with earlier articles [1] and [2] . So for trying twofold software better download its fresher version that I provide with this new article. 
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